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Main Dock
Camp Belknap’s 112th season marked the first summer with a
newly-reconstructed Main Dock, and no sooner did it return
to being the focal point of the Belknap waterfront. Much
like the one that existed for 54 years before, Main Dock
retained its same shape and concrete structure, replete with
a shallow end and a deep end including two diving boards
and a tower. A few small modifications were made, however,
including raising the tower to be six inches taller, installing
new diving boards, building a well-organized ball box, and
installing a lighting system (as shown in photo above). As
the sun set earlier and earlier throughout the summer, the
lights allowed us to continue evening waterfront activities
as scheduled and even offer “night swims” where campers
could grab an inner tube and stargaze from Main Dock
shallow. Towerball and water polo were once again part of
the Adams Cup repertoire, general swims were more popular
than ever, and nearly two hundred campers passed up a level
in swimming at lessons!

Above: Belknap’s Swim Team competes in a first session meet with Camp
Tecumseh on the new Main Dock.

Thank you to all those who dedicated their time,
effort, and resources to ensure that Main Dock was
ready for Belknap’s 112th season. We look forward to
many more fantastic summers on the waterfront!
Cover: “A Walk Down the Adams Trail” by Jon Malinowski
Inset: Lights lining Main Dock allowed for usage after dark water.
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SMILE
The retirement of former Leadership
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Tom Giggi.
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The day and life of a Camp Bugler.
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The 85th anniversary of Conlon Lodge – a structure that continually embodies
Belknap’s community.
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Belknap is now more then halfway through our first ever strategic planning process
- Sustaining the Joy (STJ). Thank you to the STJ committee work and our entire
community for your formal and informal feedback. The outlook for Belknap is
bright. We are a strong organization that looks forward to continually improving and
sustaining for generations to come.
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In this edition of the Firelighter, we celebrate many of Belknap’s cherished places,
people, and traditions, including:

MI

John Wilkins, Chair
Frank Kenison, Esq., Vice-Chair
Mark P. Kesslen, Esq., Secretary
John Snow, Treasurer
Dave B. Clark
Kent Cruger
W. Robert Dahl
Jake Elwell
Bradford S. Germain, MD
Robert E. Howe
David Humphrey
Jonathan Igoe
Seth M. Kassels, Director
Stephanie Kassels, Director
Melissa Adams Ludwig, MD
Jon Malinowski, PhD
Robert H. Miller, Esq.
Brad Nutter
William Perkins
Daniel Seyler
Anne Spry
Christiaan P. Vorkink
Thomas H. Wintner, Esq.
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Board of Directors
2015-2016

The summer of 2015 and
our 112th season, was
invigorating and rewarding.
We camped out, we sailed, it
was the summer of the new
Main Dock! We reflected
in the chapel, sang in the
woodcraft circle, played on
the fields and in the woods
and bonded with new and
old brothers. And most
importantly, each boy and
young man who passed through Conlon Lodge made an impact. We each made
an impact by being kind and living our motto: God First, the Other Fellow Second,
Myself Last. Camp continues to be that safe place where we make good boys better
through a culture of fortitude, truth, beauty and love.

Belknap continues to do what it has always done for generations – provided a truly
magical summer experience. Boys come under the pines each summer and are able
to explore the combination of responsibility, opportunity and independence. Boys
at Camp Belknap are truly getting back to basics. Our homegrown leaders (which
average over 10 years at Belknap) continue to lead by example and exude the values
of kindness and teamwork.

•
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•

As we complete our third summer as Directors, we continue to be awed and excited
by the Belknap community. We feel fortunate to have each of you as part of our
community and we look forward to hearing from and seeing many of you in the
coming months both in your hometowns and here at camp. Until we meet again…
			Timi-Hi,

Seth and Stephanie Kassels, Directors
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Tom Giggi Retires After 54 Years
After 54 summers under the pines Tom Giggi has decided to move on and begin his life after Belknap, handing the reins to current
Leadership Director and Assistant Director Dave Irwin. As a camper, Cabin Leader, Besserer Assistant Division Head, Senior
Division Head, Leader Corps Director, Woodcraft Chief, Leadership Director, and Assistant Camp Director, very few have dedicated
more time and energy to the life of a Belknap summer than Tom. With a rousing and bittersweet farewell, we thank Tom Giggi for all
he has done for Camp Belknap and for helping each of us become better leaders and better men in every aspect of our lives.

Tom sits down with Pete Friborg during one of many “Tom Talks”

Thoughts on Tom’s Retirement

His Own Man

by Jon Malinowski

by Jake Elwell

Tom Giggi’s retirement from Camp Belknap will
be visible. We won’t see Tom raising the American
flag as wispy fog rises from the Lake. We won’t see
Tom sitting in the warm, mottled light of the Chapel talking with an LIT. We won’t see Tom leading
a spirited birthday cheer on the Directors’ day off.
From the Sachem Seat to the Head Table, Tom has
just been there for generations of Belknappers.

Upon first meeting Tom Giggi it would be hard to profile him. Athlete -- or book worm? Local New Hampshire guy -- or Connecticut suburbanite? Spontaneous
prankster -- or straight-arrow Bobby Belknap? Proud
individualist -- or consummate group person? Turns
out, he partly fits all of those types and many more to
boot. But we don’t understand that until we work with
Tom and get to know him a bit.

But for those of us who had the honor to serve as
leaders and senior staff, it’s the unseen Tom Giggi that will leave the greatest void. Countless oneon-one conversations on Conlon porch after meals

That’s because Tom Giggi embodies the Woodcrafter’s
ideal of “unbargaining service,” keeping his own needs,
agenda -- his “profile” -- in the background in service
of a larger purpose. In our case, luckily, that purpose

cont’d on page 11
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cont’d on page 11

“Thank You to Camp Belknap”
Despite my familiarity with the “Belknap is Camelot”
metaphor, described so passionately by Gene Clark
III during the twenty-six years of his directorship, my
favorite Belknap image has long been of “Boy Heaven,”
expressed first to me in a letter from a parent years ago. I
thought immediately, “I can’t argue with that!”
Flash back to 1961, and I am entering Lake Winnipesaukee’s version of Camelot, our boy heaven, initially in
Conlon Lodge and then on into cabin 11 along the now
third-base line of Messer Field as a first-year camper, my
first of fifty-four consecutive summers at camp. Gene
Clark, Jr. was in his second year as director, the main dock
was brand new, and I was depressingly homesick for the
first several nights of 4th session. (Note: my tenure at
Belknap mirrors exactly the life of the main dock that
was replaced by this summer’s new dock, a fact that might
be enormously more symbolic had I spent a bit more
time swimming off it over the years. It’s true that I used
to skip swim lessons as a camper, dreaming up creative
excuses or rationalizing good reasons not to go.)

“My favorite
Belknap image
has long been of
‘Boy Heaven’”

The notion of “boy
heaven” is easily understood by anyone who
has ever caught the
Belknap spirit. We all
know that this spirit is
built on fun, friendships,
outstanding role models, growth, burgeoning independence and confidence,
healthful habits, laughter, support, respect, and the constant desire never to settle for just another Belknap day.
I bought in almost immediately (well, after I got over
those initial days of homesickness), and I was blessed to
be awarded Senior Rec a few years later and be received
into and trusted by the camp’s leadership. I am so grateful
to all those who came before me and made my experience possible. And I feel honored to have served alongside so many deeply dedicated men and women for so
many years. Did Camp Belknap change me? Who could
possibly tell because it’s impossible to know what any of
us Belknappers would have become without it. What is
for sure, though, is that it influenced me profoundly, it
formed me, it directed me, it anchored me, and it gave
me fifty-four years of joy. I’m eternally grateful for every
single relationship, and I’m blessed to have had many of

those relationships become abiding, life-long friendships. All true
Belknappers understand the special nature of a friendship begun
at Belknap! I will never take for
granted the opportunity afforded
me by Gene Clark, Jr. to become a member of his leadership staff and for his and his son’s trust in me to shape
the Belknap leadership program and direct decades of
young men who would become leaders in boy heaven and
the “Knights of the Round Table.” I’m so happy that my
two sons have had the chance to grow up at Belknap and
have allowed the Belknap spirit to infuse their lives. It’s
been enormous fun to see camp through their eyes since
they began as Cadets, even as I viewed it through mine.
I thank camp for that! I’ll bleed green forever, and I’ll
certainly never stop being a Belknapper.
I missed camp deeply during the 2015 summer, as I knew
I would. I missed the energy; I missed the friendships; I
missed the teaching; and I missed the learning. I missed
the rhythm of a summer day at Belknap. I missed, perhaps most of all, being part of something bigger and
more important than I and serving with others who understood, as I do, that Belknap really does offer something vitally important in today’s world. I couldn’t bring
myself to visit this past summer because it would have
made being away seem even harder than it was. That, I’m
sure, will change down the road.
Camp Belknap, now deep into its second century, must
continue to be both heaven and a haven for boys. Belknap must continue to provide life-forming experiences
for boys and men of all ages. Belknap must continue to
promote the laws of Woodcraft, which along with the
camp motto, form the blueprint for a boy to become a
Belknapper and for a boy to become a man. Belknap must
continue to be every Belknapper’s North Star, pointing us
always in the right direction and reminding us constantly
of our obligation to carry Belknap with us to the world
outside camp’s 290 acres.
So to Camp Belknap, hail and farewell – but never good
bye.

Tom Giggi

Camp Belknap, 1961-2014
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2014
BoysininPictures
the Woods

by Conor O’Rourke, adapted from his blog Bald and Bearded
Conor O’Rourke was a Belknap camper from 1997-2003 and went on to serve a few summers in
the Belknap leadership. In April 2014, Conor and friend Adam Schick started a blog, “Bald and
Bearded,” as an open forum to share thoughts, stories and lessons that have made an impact on their
lives. Today, Conor works as Assistant Director to the Annual Fund at the Portsmouth Abbey
School in Portsmouth, RI.
I spent nine summers of my youth under the great white pines of New Hampshire
on the shores of Lake Winnipesaukee. It was a place called Belknap, and it made good
boys better, and taught us “boys in the woods” everything we needed to know to become a man. I learned almost every life lesson I have ever needed at camp. Here are
the 10 most valuable things I learned in those nine summers under the pines.
10) How to build a shelter and a fire. There are few skills I am prouder of than the ability to build a series of survival
shelters and build a fire without a match. There is a sense of pride that comes from that self-reliance. To know you
can survive (at least for a while) with nothing but your wits.
9) How to shoot a gun. At age nine, I learned to use a .22 caliber rifle. I learned gun safety, the mechanics of the weapon
and I learned to have a respect for the responsibility of holding a firearm. Shooting a gun is never, ever to be taken
lightly. I learned that a gun is not a tool to assert power. I learned in those summers that shooting a gun was about
honing a skill, patience, silence and focus.
8) How to write a letter. The most amazing part of Belknap was its simplicity. If we wanted to communicate with our
family and friends in the world outside of our paradise, we took pen to paper. I would write letters to Mom and Dad
telling them about hiking Mount Washington. I would write Grammy and Pa telling them about the bass I hooked by
Conlon Lodge. Writing letters is a skill that I use every day of my life in my big boy job. Take the time, think about
what you want to say, and write a letter to someone you love. Those letters will last a lifetime and will mean the world
to whoever receives them.
7) Play Fair. Like most boys, we were always playing games in the
summer. We played traditional games like baseball, card games in
the cabin, table games after meal time. But the games we loved
the best were the games we made up ourselves. We played bizou
ball, towerball, rock hockey, donut ball, and reuben. And the one
rule that always exists in every Belknap game, “Play fair. Foul Play
is treachery.” Some games were about playing to win, and others
were just about playing to play. Either way, we always played fair.
No matter what game you are playing in life, play fair! It will make
the game better for everyone.
6) Always sing loud. Campfire songs are always a big part of the
camping experience. One guitar, and a small few leading the tunes. We would sing songs that were 100 years old and
written by our boys and unique to our campfire. We would sing our favorite folk tunes like “Country Roads” from
John Denver, “Circle Game” from Joni Mitchell and “One Tin Soldier” by the Original Caste. No matter what we
sang, we sang it loud! In our lives, we often listen to music alone with headphones. The only time we sing out loud is
in the car (alone), or the shower when our roommates are not around. Music is meant to be shared. Don’t be afraid
to share it.
5) Appreciate the beauty of quiet. Camp was always alive with boys swimming in the lake, running around or playing
games. There was always music playing from someones cabin at all times and we lived by the sound of a bugle call.
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Our days were full. Always on the move. But every day was also full of moments for silence, and reflection. Some
evenings would take a short hike with the nine other boys in our cabin and our Leader to a section of camp known
as Outpost Beach. It was a short walk through the woods, but far enough to feel like you were really out in the serene
wilderness. We would gather on that beach and light a fire. We would sing and tell stories and talk about what we loved
and who we wanted to be. Once the sun was gone and the stars took over the sky, we fell silent to listen to the sound
of the world around us. We would watch the fire and listen to it pop and breathe the smell of the smoke deep into
our lungs. We would look up at the stars as we listened to the loon calls echo across the lake. We sat in total silence
until we heard those familiar sounds of “Taps.” To this day, when the world gets out of hand and the craziness of
life seems too much, I close my eyes and picture those nights on Outpost beach. We are all so over stimulated. Take
a minute, close your eyes, take a hike or sit at the beach. Be at peace with quiet.
4) Don’t hold back your emotions. Most of the feelings I shared at camp were feelings of pure joy. But, there were times
that hurt. When I was 12 or so, a thunderstorm rolled in at night. I got homesick one night and started to cry. The
kid in the bunk next to me heard my sniffling between the loud thunderclaps. Rather than ignore it, he sat upright in
his bunk, put his feet on the floor and asked me what was wrong. He talked me through all the reasons I loved my
family, but also the reasons I loved camp. In a place full of all boys and young men, you would assume there would
be a hyper masculine culture that would shame you for being emotional, scared, or afraid. Not here. That lesson alone
has made me a better man.
3) Be Kind. Do at least one act of unbargaining service each day. Each day, we were encouraged to do something for the betterment of the camp. It was not a requirement, no one checked in on us to see what we did. But the culture of the
place encouraged you to “do at least on act of unbargaining service each day.” Do something important and positive
for the sake of knowing that for that one brief moment, you made the world a better, safer, more friendly or cleaner
place.
2) Be Helpful. Do your share of the work. After breakfast, we would have “Camp Duties.” We would be charged with
cleaning the bathrooms, sweeping the lodges, cleaning the dining hall or stacking wood by the fire pits. We did our
camp duties every morning, in part because we had to, but also because if we didn’t, what would happen to the place
we love? Who would care for it? If we do not do our part to clean it or preserve it, who will? We can’t place blame
on a failing society if we don’t do our own share of the work to make it better.
1) Be Joyful. Seek the Joy of being alive. Fill your lungs with air. You are alive. No matter where you are or what you do,
seek the joy of being alive.
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A Strong Future for Bugling

A Belknapper’s Vision for Protecting One of Camp’s Oldest Traditions
Will Simmonds was a Belknap camper from 1979-1982, continuing into the leadership as a cabin
leader through 1985. Today, Will is the President of Harmony Music, which distributes band and
orchestral instruments to music stores around the country and provides instrument rentals to kids playing in their school band. He lives with his wife Ilene and sons Colin and Liam in Redmond, WA.

On a cool, quiet afternoon this past spring, a large package came through the
doors of Clark Lodge. As if it were Christmas morning, we quickly rifled through
the box and found two exquisite bugles, each in its own case, and a note from
former Belknapper Will Simmonds. “It is my hope,” he says, “that by providing
unique, custom bugles, the tradition of live bugle calls will remain at camp for years to come.” We were speechless.
Camp Belknap was the fifth and final destination for these bugles. They were manufactured in Elkhorn, WI, shipped
to Granger, IN, to be engraved top-to-bottom with Belknap images and phrases, then sent to a silver platting
facility where they became silver bugles, and returned to Will at Harmony Music in Redmond, WA, to be inspected
and prepared for 9 weeks of daily use.
These two bugles were played by nearly a dozen buglers throughout the summer of 2015. And they were real bugles,
an adjustment from the trumpets that these campers practice with throughout the offseason that aligns with our mission to get back to basics and honor tradition. Edward Bird, a six-week camper and bugler, took a moment to reflect
on his second year bugling. “I feel like a special person, keeping the tradition alive.”
Though the daily schedule at Camp Belknap has gradually changed over the past century, one thing has remained
constant; the bugler has been the key cog to providing the day’s structure. From morning reveille to evening taps, the
bugle is truly the “glue” that holds everything and everyone - now nearly three hundred campers and over a hundred
staff - together.
There’s something particularly characteristic about having a live bugler as well. While a recording of a taps blaring
through a PA system guarentees a timely, impeccable call, anyone who has spent time under the pines knows that some
of the best memories made at Belknap come when you least expect it. Take, for instance, this story from Steven Brams,
a bugler at camp in the late 1950s. “I awoke at
2 AM and, for some reason, thought I had not
yet blown taps. In my pajamas, I stumbled out
to the center of the ball field and blew taps, apparently sleepwalking all the way, and then went
back to bed. When people started asking about
hearing taps in the middle of the night, I denied
responsibility, not remembering a thing. But
the telltale sign came when I couldn’t find my
mouthpiece when I went to play first call and
reveille later that morning. I soon discovered it
on the ball field, and a vague recollection came
to me that maybe, just maybe, I had been there
after all. I mention this incident because I think
the tradition of having a live bugler is a worthy
The Bugles feature engravings with various camp phrases and icons.
The one above features the lyrics of “Taps,” the last bugle call played each day of the summer.
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one, but if missing a bugle call weighs too heavily on the bugler, you may again be disturbed by a bugle call in the middle of the night. This won’t happen with a good sound system, but then you’ll miss the fun of berating the bugler.”
There has always been a great sense of responsibility to being a bugler, knowing that the entire camp community relies
on your calls to be in the right place at the right time. Yet with this responsibilty also comes opportunity, as former
bugler Tom Wintner recalls. “There’s a dichotomy to being a bugler, a curious play between freedom and responsibility. On the one hand, you get cut some slack in terms of personal and communal duties. You don’t have to sling as
much. You get to hang out sans leaders on Main Dock. You can walk as slowly as you want back to your cabin after
taps, when everyone else in Camp is in bed. On the other hand, you have massive responsibility to the Camp as a
whole. You’ve always got to be on time, rain or shine, activity or no activity. Blowing a call too early is no better than
blowing it too late (especially if it’s Reveille). In fact, the only time Camp doesn’t depend on you to set the schedule
is during chapel: the bugler has to get everyone to the chapel with a call, but only the speaker can ring the bell and
signal the call for Colors. You’d think buglers would miss calls more often than they do. But even for the new ones,
after just a few days they usually don’t
miss a beat. That’s because most cabins
take pride in having the bugler in their
midst. And once they do that, you’ve
got 8 cabinmates and a leader who’ve got
your back, every day, every call.”
As important as this tradition has been
for Camp Belknap, Will Simmonds
believes it is all the more important
ensuring it will continue for another
hundred years. In addition to providing the two custom bugles to camp for
use each summer, Will is working with
Belknap staff to develop a training
program to support the advancement of
our buglers during the offseason.

Left: Bugling has been a sacred tradition since its early years.
Right: Matthew Harrison, a senior camper and bugler in 2015, blows recall from buglers rock

“The live bugler is one of many important traditions that make Belknap so special,” says Will. “I can’t imagine a
Belknap experience without hearing taps each night from a live bugler. By building on this tradition, we will hopefully
protect this special part of Belknap for many years to come.”
We are excited about what the future holds for buglers here at Belknap, and we thank Will Simmonds for his
outstanding leadership and vision for how we can protect camp’s most honored tradition!

Camp Store Back Online
Belknap’s store is now available online leading up to the holidays!
Visit shop.campbelknap.org to place your order, and we’ll make sure it arrives before December 25th.

Timi-Hi!
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Celebrating Conlon Lodge
Belknap’s Iconic Lodge Stands Tall After 85 Years

“The building that would be named for Pa and Ma Conlon proved well
worth the wait. At a time when the average attendance at camp was just
over one hundred, its auditorium was presciently designed to seat twice that
many. It boasted a stage for plays, offices downstairs, six rooms upstairs,
a massive stone fireplace in its high-ceilinged great room, and a wonderful
ten-foot wide piazza overlooking the wharf and bay. At seventy-seven feet
long and thirty-six feet wide, it was big enough, in a time of younger trees
around the lake, to be visible from Abenaki Tower.”
~“Celebrating 100 Years,” Camp Belknap’s centennial history book,
written by John Grossmann
To this day, there is no building in camp quite like Conlon Lodge. From the moment you step foot inside its confines,
your senses bring you straight back to warm summer days at camp. Whether it’s the smell of a fire from the night
before, the sight of thousands of Timi-Hi Five Year Awards, or the “cling” sound of someone playing ring toss on
the porch, Conlon Lodge is truly one of Camp Belknap’s most sacred landmarks.
It is remarkable, too, that Conlon Lodge continues to be so well utilized today considering that Camp Belknap’s
camper body has tripled in the time since its inaugral summer in 1930. We’re fortunate that the auditorium was
designed to fit twice the camper population, as getting nearly three hundred campers seated for a rainy day vespers or
Woodcraft is truly a “perfect fit.” Furthermore, each change day sees hundreds of campers and parents come through
Conlon Lodge. For some, it’s the first visit to Belknap and they stand mesmorized, craning their necks to take in all
of the names, pennants, and photos that line the walls. For others, being back in Conlon feels just like being home.
Fathers and grandfathers scan the walls for their names in hopes of proving to their sons and grandsons that, yes, they
too spent a summer under the pines many moons ago.
So here’s to another 85 years of Conlon Lodge! To thousands more names filling the walls, and to many more hours
spent trying to land a ring on a nail. May we celebrate this remarkable achievement, and look forward to protecting
this tradition-rich lodge in the future.
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Back to Basics

Campouts and Trips Highlight 2015 Summer

Above: Campers wake up with the sun at Rocky Point,

One of the themes for a Camp Belknap summer is the concept of getting
one of Belknap’s outpost camping sites.
“back to basics,” and since camp’s inaugural summer in 1903 campers
have had the opportunity to take a variety of trips during their stay. Whether it’s piling into the NYMCAH for a
baseball game at Camp Tecumseh, driving into Franconia Notch State Park to hike the White Mountains, or packing
sleeping bags and pillows into a garbage bag and venturing to one of Belknap’s outpost camping sites, there’s always
a great sense of adventure and self-reliance once you leave the comfort of the pines.
As we all know, Camp Belknap has expanded a fair amount from the original 16.9-acre lot purchased in 1907. Such
growth has provided the space to build divisions, tennis courts, and playing fields, yet it has also allowed for the
establishment of mulitple outpost camping sites. Today, Camp Belknap offers six venues for campouts; Little Huck,
Three Pine Island (part of Little Huck), Farm Island, Outpost Beach, Rocky Point, and Clark Field. With each site
able to fit two cabins at a time, it’s possible to have a dozen cabins - nearly half of camp - spend a night under the
stars at a time. And these campouts are extremely popular among campers. As part of Belknap’s camp newspaper,
The Band Report, a poll revealed that campouts were by far the most popular cabin night activty, taking nearly 30% of
the vote! Now, nearly every camper will have the opportunity at least once during their two-week stay.
Camp Belknap has also successfully merged day trips and campouts, collaborating with Camp Kabeyun in Alton,
NH, in an exchange of outpost camping sites. This summer, our Leader Corps took an all-day sailing trip to Camp
Kabeyun’s campsite, where they camped out that night before sailing home to Belknap the following day. In return,
campers from Kabeyun traveled to Farm Island for a campout at our site on the island. We look forward to continuing
this partnership, as well as stregthening our own Trips Program, over the coming years!
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Board Day at Belknap
Bob Howe honored with Horace S. Blood Award
Bob Howe began his Camp Belknap career in 1961 as a Junior camper.
He then spent a summer in Hurricane, now known as our Leaders Corps,
in 1965 and continued through the leadership, serving as Assistant Division Head of Besserers in his final summer in 1968. Bob has dedicated
his professional life to architecture and construction, spending the past
eighteen years serving as owner of HKTA architects in Portland, ME,
while also serving on a number of Maine-based boards. In 2009, Belknap
was lucky to welcome Bob back to the pines as a member of its board
of directors. He is a truly unsung hero of the Belknap team, devoting
many long hours on a number of Belknap’s infrastructure projects. His
efforts have allowed our physical plant to not only continue to be well
maintained, but see additional buildings constructed. Most notably, Bob
was an integral member of the design and construction of Clark Lodge,
frequently driving over 3 hours to and from his home in Cape Elizabeth, ME, without protest. The construction of
Clark Lodge was a challenging project and our recipient’s calm, straight forward manner was invaluable to the success
of the project. He worked equally hard monitoring the construction of Main Dock, ensuring that the centerpiece of
Camp Belknap’s waterfront continues to be enjoyed for many years to come.

Jonathan Igoe Joins Board of Directors
Camp Belknap’s Board of Directors is excited to introduce its newest
member, Jonathan Igoe. Igoe spent his childhood summers at camp,
first as a camper and then as a leader, spending his final summer as
Senior Division Head in 1996. Over the past ten years, Igoe has served
as Director of Overland Summer Camps, which offers a variety of
adventurous summer programs across the globe. Much like Camp
Belknap, Overland Summer Camps has built an outstanding leadership program, carefully selecting and training college-age leaders to
be strong, supportive role models for their campers. With so much
experience in summer camps, both at Overland and at Belknap, we
look forward to what Jon will bring to our Board of Directors!

Above: Jon with wife Kathleen, and children
William, Bridget and Lucy.
Right: Igoe (second from left) with
fellow senior leaders (L-R) Dave Powell,
[Jon], Brendan Hennessey, Mike Ballog,
Aaron Whitmore, and Jamie Perry
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It’s a winner! This photo (above), taken by Stephanie Kassels, was selected as part of the
Meredith Village Savings Bank photo contest to be featured in their 2016 Calendar.

Malinowski (cont’d from pg 2)
buoyed leaders struggling with challenges in their cabin
or division. Tom’s sage weekly guidance to the Senior
Division leaders insured that the Senior Rec process
remained fair and provided Camp with a diverse, kindhearted leadership dedicated to the civic and emotional development of boys. I would bet that Chief Tom
has selflessly written hundreds of prep school, college,
and job recommendations for leaders past and present. And, it’s undeniable that the directorship of Gene
and Caryn Clark would not have been as successful as
it was if not for Tom’s role as confidant and assistant
director.
Tom is all that is good about Camp Belknap. He is
brave, never afraid to correct a leader or camper when
they need it. He is fair, always listening to insure that
his advice or decision is helpful and just. He is helpful,
always doing ten things each day at Camp not in his
job description. And he is joyful, able to make those
around him laugh with just an expression, a string
of nonsensical utterances, or the substitution of a
“whoopty stinking doo” for the lyrics of any camp or
popular song. I know he will continue to seek the joy

and remain close to the heart of every Belknapper of
the past five decades.
Elwell (cont’d from pg 2)
for 54 years was Camp Belknap. Tom seemed to
want us to know Belknap more than he wanted us
to know him, being the personification of “Myself
Last.”
At the same time (and here is the real genius of
Tom Giggi) he does indeed maintain a distinct and
singular identity all his own -- and encourages others
to do the same. He was never a hardliner type who
expected everyone to walk his same path -- quite
the opposite. As LC Director and Woodcraft Chief
(which is how I got to know him) Tom cherished the
individual talents of the Belknappers around him,
particularly if there was a laugh to be had.
An important lesson that Tom Giggi’s Belknap
journey seems to teach is this: conform when conforming is right and good, but maintain an identity
all your own; your uniqueness is among Wakonda’s
gifts, to be cultivated in yourself and honored in
others.
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Sustaining the Joy

Camp Belknap Enters Third Phase of 2-Year Strategic Plan
Camp Belknap’s Board of Directors is excited to report that it is officially wrapping up the third phase of its two-year
Strategic Plan, Sustaining the Joy, and is now entering its fourth and final phase.
As part of Phase Three, additional data was collected through over one thousand camper surveys this summer.
The surveys posed a number of questions about Belknap such as whether or not a camper feels they have ample
opportunity to do their favorite programs. We are still in the process of compiling and analyzing the data from these
surveys and we look forward to sharing our findings in our finalized Strategic Plan.
Meanwhile, STJ committee members continue to meet in their respective sub-committees in an effort to begin interpreting data collected from other avenues (i.e. our online survey in February, group discussions at various community
events, etc.). Here are some of the things we’re hearing from our Belknap community:
•
•
•
•
•

98% of people believe that Belknap should continue to be a technology-free environment.
97% of people support continued intra-camp competition, such as Adams Cup.
50% of people strongly agreed that campers have a good understanding of the four lamps of Woodcraft and
what they stand for.
99% of people believe that the healthy behaviors developed at camp cross over to home life.
84% believe that Belknap’s endowment should (over time) be increased, and should be used both as a contingency
for major projects and a source of supplemental income to offset tuition increases and/or subsidize tuition.

Over the coming 7 months, we will utilize data like these to form our strategic plan. It is our goal, and the purpose
of this strategic plan, to draw on feedback from you, our Belknap community, as we look toward protecting and
strengthening our camp over the next century.

A Visit With Lt. Gen. Richard G. Trefry
“The tenants of leadership I learned at Camp Belknap”
~ Lt. Gen. Richard G. Trefry
In 1938, Dick Trefry attended Belknap for his first summer. Ma and
Pa Conlon were the Directors. He spent three summers under the
pines, after which he embarked on what would become a prestigious
career in the military. Trefry, a graduate of West Point, played a key
role in World War II, Vietnam, and in the defeat of the coup d’etat
of Laos in the 1970’s. He then went on to become the longest tenured Inspector General of the US Army and, from there,
George H. W. Bush’s military advisor. During his later years he founded the Army Management School, with a focus on
training military in leadership and complex decision making. Making his first visit back to camp in over thirty years this
summer, Trefry reflected on the significance of his time here at Camp Belknap. “The tenants of leadership,” he said, “I
learned at Camp Belknap.” A national hero and a model Belknapper, Lt. Gen. Trefry’s visit to camp was truly a highlight
of this summer.
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Acts of Unbargaining Service
The 3rd Annual Leaders Work Weekend once again proved that, when given a task, Belknappers know how to get it done! Coming from all corners
of the country, former leaders gathered under the pines for a chance to
sleep in a bunk, drink out of yellow cups in the dining hall, and contribute
to camp’s preparation for the 112th summer season. Over the two-day
period, our group of former leaders set the tone for the 2015 summer
through a number of successful service projects. To begin, mountains of
woodchips were spread throughout the grove, resulting in the picturesque
trail that is used so often during the summer. In continuing with Belknap’s
pine conservation efforts, another 300 white pine saplings were planted
throughout the grove and along the edge of Clark Field. Finally, “Belknap
green” and white paint were distributed and parts of the core of camp
received a fresh new coat. After the long days of work, our former leaders took a plunge in the chilly Winniper, played tennis baseball on Messer
Field, and caught up around a campfire in the Inferno. Thank you to all
who came back and lived the lamp of love; being helpful, doing your share,
and seeking the joy of being alive. We hope to see you all back next year!
The 4th Annual Leaders Work Weekend will be May 13-14, 2016
For more information or to RSVP, contact Camp Belknap at
alumni@campbelknap.org or (603) 569-3475

Above: Camp Belknap’s first LC Director,
Dave Crean, ventures from Washington state
to do his share of the work.
Below: Our 2015 crew poses for a photo on the nearly
finished Main Dock.
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Scouting Reports

Please send your news & photos to alumni@campbelknap.org.
Skiing the Ravine
(L-R) Aching after the long hike up,
Belknappers Tyler Griffin, Sam Stewart,
and Jack Tracy stand tall in their ten
year jackets at the top of Tuckerman’s
Ravine, Mount Washington, before skiing
down this past spring.
(L-R) Board Member Bob Dahl and
Director Seth Kassels made the same
trek up Tuckerman’s Ravine for some of
the best spring skiing in the Northeast!

Belknap in Hong Kong
(L-R) Ted Clifford, Taylor Brown, and
George Brown keep the Belknap spirit
alive from the other side of the world!

Generations of Belknap
Scott Ford, a camper in the 1980s, snaps
a photo of his old bunk in Besserer
Cabin 4 where, 33 years later, his son
Colin slept in the same exact spot.

Oh, Chief !
Belknappers raise their hands in
the sign of the Woodcrafter at
Dan Polifka’s wedding in June.
(L-R) Pete Hammond, Sam Polifka,
Adam Polifka, Christian D’Amour,
Katie and Dan Polifka, Chris Lash,
Greg Berman, and Teddy Kinneen.

Catching up in Philadelphia
Tom Wintner, former camper and leader
and current board member, reconnects
with fellow Belknapper and fomer
Woodcraft Chief Gary Iseminger at an
event in Philadephia in July.

Greetings from Hingham
Members of the second month 2015
leader corps reunited in Hingham, MA,
this fall. (L-R) Top: Cass Parker, Ben
Tessier, Trevor Schofield, PJ Doherty,
Brian Gould, Ryan Christenson
Bottom: Brendan Donaghey, Marcus,
Donnelly, and Will Ayscue
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BAD Boys Retreat
Belknappers gather at the home of
Bob Cole on Lake Wentworth, NH,
for their annual summer retreat.
(L-R) Mark Vaughan, John Friborg,
Jeff “Posey” Bradley, Paul Reingold,
Johnny Grossmann, Tom Giggi, Jeff
Ross, Dave “Bowtie” Brown, Bob
Cole, Rick “Hutch” Hutchins.

Bagging Peaks
Jared Whalen, Evan Morse (and
Winni), and Maintenance Director
Chip Bierweiler, stop for a rest after
climbing North Kinsman Mountain
in Franconia Notch State Park. They
also climbed South Kinsman Mountain,
knocking out two of New Hampshire’s
forty-eight 4000ft peaks.

Baby in a High Chair!
(L-R) Future Belknapper Julian
D’Amour, born August 10, 2015
to Christian and Olivia D’Amour.
Mandy and Dave Irwin, Leadership Director and Assistant Director,
announced the birth of Willa Lane
Irwin on August 29. Baby sister
Rosalyn Tira Chesley, born April 5 to
Nate and Johanna Chesley, with big
sister Annalise. Meghan and Jeremy
Kenison welcome future Belknapper
Carter Kenison on July 20.

Seek the Joy of Being Abroad
Hello everyone! I'm sending a big Timi-hi from the Middle
East. I moved to Amman, Jordan in late August to work at a
leadership development NGO and to learn as much Arabic
as I can. In the meantime, I'm doing my best to seek the joy
in an exciting new place. There aren't quite as many pine trees
here, but there are plenty of opportunities for beautiful hikes
in the desert canyons. If your travels ever bring you out this
way, I'd be happy to coordinate an off-season Mountain Day.
Seek the Joy,
Chris Lash
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Upcoming Events
Army & Navy Club Event

in Washington, DC • November 5, 2015
Host: Lt. Gen. Richard G. Trefry

Chicago Community Event

Belknap Ski Day

Newbury, NH • January 24, 2016
@ Mount Sunapee

Fisher Cats Game

in Chicago, IL • November 9, 2015

Manchester, NH • May 20, 2016
@ Northeast Delta Dental Stadium

NYC Alumni Event

Leaders Work Weekend

New York, NY • November 12, 2015
Host: Greg Obenshain

NH Community Event

Hopkinton, NH • November 17, 2015
Host: Rob & Carolyn Miller

Belknap Women Event

Winchester, MA • December 3, 2015
Host: Anne & Jim Spry

Calling all former leaders prior to 2006
May 14-15, 2016
@ Camp Belknap

Family Camp

September 2-5, 2016
@ Camp Belknap

Women’s Wellness Retreat
September 8-11, 2016
@ Camp Belknap

For information on these events, or to RSVP,
please contact: alumni@campbelknap.org or (603) 569-3475
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Inset: Names line the walls of Conlon Lodge.
Back Cover: Campers navigate their way
out of the bay during a sailing period
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Follow Us
Join us on LinkedIn
facebook.com/CampBelknap
@ymcacampbelknap
Follow ymca.camp.belknap
Check out our YouTube channel
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Contact Us

alumni@campbelknap.org
or call 603.569.3475

CB Archives!

Have something to donate?
Find information at
campbelknap.org/pages/archives.html
Email: archives@campbelknap.org

Moved Recently?

Send your contact information
to alumni@campbelknap.org
and continue to receive
electronic newsletters and
mailings!
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